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Submarine win to benefit domestic steel industry
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The steel industry stands to be a major beneficiary from the government’s $50 billion
decision to award the submarine contract to French shipbuilder DCNS.
Malcolm Turnbull yesterday highlighted the opportunities for Australia’s struggling steel
industry from the decision.
“The characteristics of the steel that will be required will obviously await the completion of
the design process, but our commitment is that that steel will be made — will be Australian
steel,’’ the Prime Minister said.
Australia’s two steelmakers, Arrium in South Australia and BlueScope Steel, both stand to
benefit from the decision. Australian Steel Institute chief executive Tony Dixon said there
was a capacity to make the steel in Australia. The key would be the procurement process to
ensure the steelmakers could position themselves to meet the project’s needs.
He called for a co-operative approach to enable the investments to be made to allow the
Australians to access the contracts.
The chairman of the Australian Advanced Manufacturing Council, John Pollaers, welcomed
the submarine decision.
“The government must, however, maximise the transition benefits for Australia’s
manufacturing industries,” Mr Pollaers said.
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Australia’s protection policy to face new test G
ROSIE LEWIS, JARED OWENS

PNG lawyers to pursue legal action in an attempt to send 900 asylum-seekers in Manus Island

detention centre to Australia.
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Turnbull doesn’t shilly-shally G
DENNIS SHANAHAN

The PM has wasted no time in confronting his “Tampa test” of what to do with the Manus Island
detainees.
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Attacked for being tourists?
Shocking footage has emerged of what is reported to be a British family being attacked in Thailand
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‘Kelly channelling Monty Python’ G
JA RED O W E NS

Kelly O’Dwyer is criticised for demanding a metro stop in her seat after her own government
stripped project funding.
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Shorten gazumped on disability G
JA RED O W E NS

Malcolm Turnbull’s government will next week appoint a new Disability Discrimination
Commissioner.
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Colgate fined $18m for collusion G
LEO SHANAHAN

Colgate-Palmolive has been slapped with a record fine for fixing detergent prices, and Paul Ansell
banned from managing corporations.

Where’s Arthur? He’s a no-show G
JA RED O W E NS , DAV I D CR O W E

The Senate will consider imposing fines or prison for Arthur Sinodinos, who refused to appear
before its inquiry.
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New key to killing cancer? G
S H AE M C DO NA L D

A person’s own immune system could hold the key to fighting cancer, according to Queensland

A person’s own immune system could hold the key to fighting cancer, according to Queensland
researchers.
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Paris attacker is a ‘moron’ G
CHARLES BREMNER

Salah Abdeslam has been described by his own lawyer as a dimwitted “little p****” who had never
read the Koran.
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Terror accused’s IS salute G
RACHEL BAXENDALE

Four alleged terrorists have appeared in court charged over the murder of police accountant Curtis
Cheng.

